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First stable beam
With full ID operation
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A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS





Three major ID components: 





– Exploit full discovery potential at LHC
Higgs/Beyond Standard Model/Standard Model
– High granularity to reduce occupancy at 
high luminosity and large coverage to 
increase acceptance |η|<2.5
– Relative transverse momentum resolution 
requires to be less than 30% at 500 GeV 
p
T
 for Z' search
σ (pT)/pT = 0.05% pT [GeV] ⊕ 1%
– Good b-tagging performance (50% b-jet 
efficiency with light-jet rejection factor 
1000 for top analysis) 
Impact parameter resolution (0.25<|η|<0.5)
σ (d0) = 10μm ⊕ 140μm / pT [GeV]
–  Minimal material effects 















2008 first beam splash event is recorded





SCT noise occupancy is far below the specification value and TRT 
noise occupancy is 2% if integrated over 75ns readout cycle 
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High Hit Efficiency











Pixel provides ionization energy measurement for low 
momentum PID and TRT can be used for electron identification
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Primary Vertex and Conversion
• Track  pT >= 0.1 GeV/c
Good consistency between Monte Carlo and Data
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Two Track Resonance




Residual = measured  position
           – expected position
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Split Track Resolution from Cosmics
Use upper/lower track standalone





● ATLAS ID is in excellent shape:
noise/efficiency/resolution and MC consistency
● Well calibrated and reach good split track impact 
parameter resolution
● Full reconstruction chain is working smoothly 
and efficiently
● Ready for higher luminosity data-taking and 




Inner Detector (|η |<2.5, B=2T): 
Si Pixels and strips (SCT) + Transition 
Radiation straws Precise tracking and 
vertexing,
e/pi  separation (TRT).
Momentum resolution: 
σ /pT ~ 5x10-4 pT (GeV) ⊕ 0.01
Length  : ~ 46 m 
Radius  : ~ 12 m 
Weight : ~ 7000 tons
~108 electronic channels
Muon Spectrometer (|η |<2.7) : air-core toroids with gas-based chambers
Muon trigger and measurement with momentum resolution < 10% up to Eµ  ~ TeV
EM calorimeter: Pb-LAr Accordion
e/γ  trigger, identification and measurement
E-resolution: ~ 1% at 100 GeV, 0.5% at 1 TeV
HAD calorimetry (|η |<5): segmentation, hermeticity
Tilecal Fe/scintillator (central), Cu/W-LAr (fwd)
Trigger and measurement of jets and missing ET
E-resolution: σ /E ~ 50%/√E ⊕ 0.03 
3-level trigger
reducing the rate
from 40 MHz to
~200 Hz
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First Candidate Collision EventFirst
